DOES YOUR BARRIER SUGGEST CROWD CONTROL, OR DEMAND CROWD CONTROL?

TAP BARRIER
TEMPORARY ANTI-PERSONNEL
Easy to deploy. Hard to defeat.

Threats from approaching angry mobs and crowds pose a real and significant threat across the world as security forces fulfill their mission to protect buildings, people and assets in times of sudden unrest.

Security forces have a mission to protect people, buildings, and assets in times of unrest. Threats from angry mobs and approaching crowds pose a real and significant danger.

Until now, the standard response to large mobs has been riot Police with inadequate temporary barricades. Mitigation Technologies exists to design solutions for saving the most lives for the least cost. Enhanced, next-level crowd control for your facility or in your community is now possible with the TAP Barrier® System.

We developed the TAP Barrier® System in response to BAA# 13-Q-3025 issued by the Combating Terrorism Technical Support Office (CTTTSO/TSWIG). Our team of engineers collaborated for more than two years on design, development, and testing. TAP Barrier® System is now available for deployment worldwide.

This solution enhances physical security and reduces threats to front line security personnel at identified threat locations. Standing nine feet tall, the TAP Barrier® System is a rapidly-deployable, versatile, and non-permanent solution with a Quick Lock system designed to mitigate against threats from protesters using locally available tools and implements. Once a TAP Barrier® System is deployed, advancing threats will be effectively deterred or delayed, providing responders the time needed for a directed course of action.

IAW the design requirements for enhanced force protection and physical security as defined by the BAA Scope of Work, a four-member team can quickly deploy this modular, lightweight system to create a unique barrier between your high-value assets and advancing hostile crowds. Because each site adopting the TAP Barrier® System is unique, Mitigation Technologies is available to work with key personnel at each location to determine the most effective deployment method. The modular design of the system allows for minimum training prior to its use and deployment. It easily accommodates a variety of surfaces and terrains, including curbs, steps, gravel and grass and its ideal applications include consulates, embassies, and a variety of law enforcement scenarios focused on crowd, mob, or protest mitigation.

The TAP Barrier® System ships flat along with all necessary tools and equipment. Mitigation Technologies includes a Field Operations Manual and instructional videos with each order. We also offer on-site training and instruction on deploying the system as required.
All components easily lock together from the safe side using the Mitigation Technologies Quick Lock system with the supplied tool. Components can withstand an ultimate tensile load of 5,000 lbf and a shear load of 34,000 lbf.

WHAT TAP DOES
- Crowd Control
- Force Protection
- Physical Security
- Rapidly deploys in 20 seconds per foot with team of four
- Stores Flat

WHAT TAP IS
- Lightweight & Rugged
- Flexible Footprint
- Versatile and Adaptable
- 9’ tall with seamless front
- Spikes, Lights, Camera mounts available
- Ships Worldwide

USE TAP FOR:
- Embassies
- Political Rallies
- Sporting Events
- Music Venues
- Any large gathering
- Government or Commercial

Made in the USA

Tested to meet and exceed BAA design requirements
Rapidly deployable
\textit{As fast as 20 seconds per foot}

Modular assembly for varying topography
\textit{Steps, curbs, sand, gravel, grass, pavement & concrete}

Designed to maximize CONEX containers space
\textit{20' or 40'}

4-person installation team
\textit{Can increase deployment time with second team}

Inside & Outside corners
\textit{Common components, easily adaptable}

Overall height of 9 feet
\textit{Extendable +/- 10 feet with optional spikes}

Resist a force of 100 lb ft distributed at 60” above grade
\textit{Tested to exceed >380\% of distributed design load}*

Resist force of 150 lbs applied to any single point.
\textit{Tested to exceed >295\% of design load}*

* based on averages, please contact us for full test report
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Project initiated and funded by the Combating Terrorism Technical Support Office. Financial support by CTTSO does not constitute an express or implied endorsement of the results or conclusions of the Patent Pending project by either CTTSO or the Department of Defense. Full test results are available to qualified entities.
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MITIGATION TECHNOLOGIES

For more information please contact us:

- \textbf{410-309-9447}
- \textbf{800-616-ATFP (2837)}
- info@mitigationtechnologies.com
- MitigationTechnologies.com

Mitigation Technologies
40 N. Second Street
Barn Suite
Chambersburg, PA 17201
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\textbf{TAP BARRIER}
\textbf{TEMPORARY ANTI-PERSONNEL}

\textbf{MADE IN THE USA}

\textbf{warrior wellness solutions}